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Refrigerant; R600a
Insulation blowing gas; Cyclopentane

WARNING

Repairs should be performed by qualified service personnel only.
Keep ventilation opening, in the appliance enclosure or in the built-in structure, clear of
obstruction.

Do not use mechanical devices or other means to accelerate the defrosting process, other
than those recommended by the manufacture.
Do not damage the refrigerant circuit.

Do not use electrical appliance inside the food storage compartments of the
appliance, unless they are of the type recommended by the manufacture.

SJC118

 

 

 

SJC128
SJC168
SJC178
SJC218

SJC228
SJC318
SJC328
SJC518
SJC528



substances into the unit as it could result 
to explosion an fire.

it could result 
to short-

on the power

Please throughly study these SAFETY PRECAUTIONS before operating the unit.
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WARNING



WARNING

WARNING

To prevent any electrical shock hazards or injury by rotating circulation fan, always
disconnect the power cord plug from the wall outlet before cleaning.

Wipe with a soft, dry cloth.If very soiled, wipe with a cloth that has been moistened with a mild detergent.
Then wipe cleanly with damp cloth.

WARNING: Do not splash water directly onto the cooler and do not wash with water.
Short-circuit and electrical shock could result.

Clean the cooler regularly to keep it clean at all times.
Never use polishing powder, soap powder, benzine,oil
or hot water as these will damage the exterior plastic
components.

Detach the door and wipe cleanly with a dry cloth.

Please stick wood between door and chest freezer.

children from trapping inside.
Please do not put chest freezer near where children can play, to prevent 

Remove all items from the compartment and disconnect the power cord plug
from the wall outlet.
Clean the compartment interior and wipe away all water.
To prevent mold formation and bad odor, leave the door open to dry the
compartment completely.

Sudden power failure
Keep opening and closing of the door to a minimum to prevent cold air form escaping.
Covering exterior glass surfaces with a blanket, etc. Will further help to maintain a low
temperature.
Announced power suspension
In case of a long power suspension, place dry ice in the freezer compartment.
Keep opening and closing of the door to a minimum.
Avoid placing new items into the cooler as this will raise the temperature inside the compartment.



feel hot, because chest freezer inside has a pipe for radiating and preventing

The heat has no effect on inside goods. 





Model N :
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Fast freezing lamp
Run lamp
Power lamp

Temperature Control Volume

Wheel

Drain cap

Lock

Handle
Door

Model LED Lamp Handle Key Basket

SJC118 1 1 1 1

SJC128 1 1 1 1

SJC168 1 1 1 1

SJC178 1 1 1 1

SJC218 1 1 1 1

SJC228

SJC318

SJC328

SJC518

SJC528

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 2

1 1 1

2 2 2 3

2 2 2 3

2

SJC118  SJC128  SJC168  SJC178  SJC218  
SJC228  SJC318  SJC328  SJC518  SJC528 
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Once press the button and the light will be ON, then the freezer will be in the state of Fast Freezing. 
Once finished, please turn OFF the button otherwise the compressor will keep running and the food will be damaged.

Keep the key out of reach of children and not in the vicinity of the freezer.

Never touch the interior of the freezer chamber or frozen foods in the compartment with wet hands as this
could result in frostbite.

To adjust the temperature inside the freezer/cooling compartment,
use the control dial on front-bottom side of the chest freezer.
Normally use chest freezer with temperature MID.
If the cooling performance is inadequate, turn the temperature
control dial in the direction of MAX. If too cold, turn
 dial in direction of MIN.

 
The above image is for reference only, configuration is subject to actual product.

  

FAST
FREEZING

xModel Rated  Voltage/Freguency Dimensions(mm)(W H D)
220-240V/50Hz 574 x        x564 845 

220-240V/50Hz 
754 x        x564 845 

220-240V/50Hz 

950 x        x564 845 

1116 664 845 220-240V/50Hz 

1535 740 825 

220-240V/50Hz 

 
SJC118 
SJC168 
SJC218 
SJC318 
SJC518 

x
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x x

   

xModel Rated  Voltage/Freguency Dimensions(mm)(W H D)

220-240V/50Hz 574 x        x564 845 

220-240V/50Hz 

754 x        x564 845 

220-240V/50Hz 

950 x        x564 845 

1116 644 845 220-240V/50Hz 
1535 740 825 

220-240V/50Hz 

 
SJC128 
SJC178 
SJC228 
SJC328 
SJC528 

x

x x

x x
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